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La vera descrittione della navigatione di tutta l’Europpa, et parte dell’Africa et
dell’Asia, quali confinano con essa. Fatta con ogni diligentia dall’eccellente Cosmografo

signor Giacomo Home[n] Portoghese; nella quale, ancorche sia opera minutissima, si
vegono però tutte l’Isole, Golfi, Porti, Scogli secchie, et altre cose necessarie alla buona

navigazione. Hora di nuovo revista et emendata. In Roma M D L X XII
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Stock#: 73969
Map Maker: Lafreri

Date: 1572
Place: Rome
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG+
Size: 29.7 x 19.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Rare and important Lafreri-school nautical chart of Europe, including the Mediterranean and Black Seas.

Bifolco & Ronca (2018, tav. 236) say of the map:

This nautical chart edited by Antonio Lafreri is presented as the "revista et emendata" version of
Diego Homen's compilation, engraved by Paolo Forlani, examined on the previous page. Published
just three years after the Venetian edition, it differs from it for the different territorial extension to
the west, where this Roman version is cut off, and the Canary Islands are not represented. It seems
certain that Lafreri had with him the map published by his nephew Claudio Duchetti and that he
therefore had a copy made to be included in his cartographic catalog. Moreover, he could not face
the accusation of plagiarism, as the Forlani map was not protected by any privilege. Compared to
the previous one, this map appears to be much rarer. A second draft of the plate, modified in the
title and in the cartouche, is edited by the French Philippe Thomassin in 1606. The matrix is present
in the inventory of the printing house, drawn up posthumously in the house of the heir Girolama
Piscina on April 10, 1627. The only example known of this edition is kept at the University Library of
Utrecht. The plate had a subsequent edition (1648) by Giacomo de Rossi who first Destombes and
then Meurer mistakenly identify as the third edition of Forlani. A copy of the 1648 edition is kept in
Paris. The work is described in the last catalog of the de Rossi typography, drawn up by Lorenzo
Filippo in 1735 (p. 9, no. 5) as "Navigation of Europe with parts of Asia, and of Africa bordering on
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it, carved in burin in two real leaves ".

Detailed Condition:
Trimmed to the neatline with margins extended in the Lafreri style.


